Summit Engineering & Consulting
Ron Carlson has a passion
for innovating and optimizing
the engineering of technology
infrastructure.

Specializing in the
optimal design of
technology
infrastructure.

Since beginning his electrical
engineering career in the 1980s,
Ron has led hundreds of projects
to successful completion. His work
is known for its extensive detail
and clarity. As a result of his work,
Ron’s clients have recognized
significant cost and time savings, as well as uniformly high
quality across numerous projects.
Ron is a registered Professional Engineer (PE). His
telecommunications industry certifications include BICSI’s
Registered Communications Distribution Designer (RCDD),
Network Transport Systems (NTS) Specialist and Outside
Plant (OSP) Specialist. In the audio visual industry, he
holds InfoComm’s Certified Technology Specialist (CTS)
certification.
After a dozen years in engineering, Ron earned an MBA
from Washington State University and in 2004 launched
a new consulting engineering firm. Summit Engineering
& Consulting specializes in the design of technology
infrastructure, including Category 6 and fiber optic
telecommunications cabling, data centers, network
electronics, servers, video distribution, security video and
other audio visual systems. Summit’s expertise also extends
to Voice-over IP (VOIP) telephone systems, network video
management systems, integration of industrial and building
automation systems and other applications that ride on the
physical infrastructure.
Located in the central Washington city of Yakima, in the
shadow of Mt. Rainier and Mt. Adams.
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Save time and money.
Improve quality and performance.
Build for the future.

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT:

An evolving landscape
In the past decade, the technology
industry has experienced dramatic
changes. While technology becomes
increasingly complex, (requiring
more attention to detail) construction
budgets and staff resources are
shrinking. This puts projects at a
higher risk for problems with change
orders. It also threatens consistency
and interoperability across multiple
projects.
The stakes are high. Organizations
require high performance from their
technology. Technology infrastructure
standards that deliver tangible results
are more important than ever.

Central Washington University
attributes a 40% reduction
in staff time requirements
and a 25% cost savings on
each telecommunications
project as a direct result of the
standards developed by Summit
Engineering & Consulting.

INDUSTRY TRENDS
 Increasing Complexity of Technology
 Increasing Performance Demand

Superior standards
Not all technology
infrastructure standards
are created equal.

Time Savings

 Shrinking Construction Budgets
 Engineering & Architecture Fees
 Reduced Detail in Drawings & Specs

2000

present

ORGANIZATIONAL CHALLENGES
 Growing Staff Workload
 Increasing Reliance Upon Technology

 Shrinking Budgets
 Fewer Skilled Employees

2000

present

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT:
“Summit Engineering wasn’t just
there to provide a service; they
are actually in the same industry
as us. Summit brought that
intrinsic knowledge to the table.
Our new design criteria has been
a huge game changer for us.”
BRAD MURRAY
Information Technology Specialist
for the United States
General Services Administration
Office of the Chief Information Officer

  Efficient and complete review processes
  Less staff time is required to manage and oversee projects
when there are fewer problems during design and construction

Summit Engineering & Consulting’s approach to technology
infrastructure standards is unique, rooted in deep experience that
combines detailed drawings and specifications with maximum
efficiencies. Key areas that differentiate our approach include:

  Innovative document structure and strategy require less time
to maintain the “living” standards document set as technology
and needs change

Money Savings

  Detailed construction documents reduce uncertainties,
resulting in competitive bids
  Best-case life-cycle costs occur when “appropriate” solutions
are constructed under fully-designed competitive bid projects

  Our standards organize information specifically for different
audiences, saving significant time and providing clear
guidance.

  Fewer change orders happen when detailed designs
accurately reflect the Owner’s wishes and completely
communicate the project requirements

  Our standards include sections for technical and non-technical
project management staff, making everyone’s jobs easier.
  Our standards are informed by years of deep experience and
nationally-recognized best practices.

  Reduction in inter-departmental communications regarding
technology requirements
  Detailed requirements are thoroughly communicated in writing
to designers (fewer meetings and discussions)

A unique approach

  We blend the ANSI/TIA/EIA standards and the BICSI
guidelines with each organization’s specific needs in a
streamlined document set that is comprehensive, easy to
use and easy to maintain.

Clients begin seeing the tangible benefits of Summit Engineering &
Consulting’s technology infrastructure standards on the very first
project. These benefits are then repeated, project after project,
whether new construction or renovation, delivering significant time
and money savings, and improving installation quality.

Quality Improvements

  Standards-compliant technology infrastructure will be
designed and installed consistently, project after project
  Enhanced opportunities for Owner review during design

Technology infrastructure standards should improve quality and
save organizations time and money. Do your standards:
—— Speak to all audiences (designers, installers, non-technical staff)?
—— Result in fair, competitive bids from competent contractors?
—— Help departments communicate effectively?
—— Reduce or eliminate change orders?
—— Deliver consistent results from project to project?
—— Help complete projects on time and within budget?
—— Reduce the time required for your staff to oversee your projects?

  Fewer design and construction mistakes
  The best possible long-term performance, reliability and
flexibility are delivered under these conditions
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